INTRODUCTION
Fixed-point theorems have been used in the context of normed spaces and locally convex spaces to find interesting results in approximation theory; for example, the reader is referred to the work of Al-Thagafi [l], Singh [2] , and Brosowski [3] .
An extension of the Banach contraction principle for weakly commuting maps is obtained by Baskaran and Subrahmanyam [4] in the following form. THEOREM A. Let (X,d) be a complete metric space. Let f : X --f X be a continuous map and g : X --) X a map such that g(z) C_ f(z), g and f weakly commute and there exists k E (0,l) with d(gx,gy) 5 kd(fx, fy) for all x, y E X. Then f and g have a unique common fixed point.
Using Theorem A, we establish common fixed-point generalization of Theorems 1 and 2 [5] , Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.2 [6] , and Theorem 6 [7] ; an application of this result provides extensions of approximation results, namely Theorem 3.2 [l], Theorem 7 [7] , Theorem 3 [8] , and Theorem 2.1 [9] for the maps which are not necessarily commutative. In the sequel, (E,r) will be a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space. A family {Pa : (Y E I} of seminorms defined on E is said to be an associated family of seminorms for 7 if the family {yU : 7 > Cl}, where U = nF=, Uai and lJai = {z : pa,(z) < l}, forms a base of neighbourhoods of zero for r. A family {pa : a E 1) of seminormns defined on E is called an augmented associated family for T if {pa : a E I} is an associated family with the property that the seminorm max{p,, pp} E {p, : (Y E I} for any a, P E I. The associated and augmented families of seminorms shall be denoted by A(T) and A*(T), respectively. It is well known that given a locally convex space (E, r), there always exists a family {pa, : cr E I} of seminorms defined on E such that {p, : cr E I} = A*(T) (see [lo, p. 2031) . A subset M of E is r-bounded if and only if each p, is bounded on M.
The following construction will be crucial. Suppose that M is a r-bounded subset of E. For this set M, we can select a number X, > 0 for each cy E I such that M c X,U, where U, = {zr : pa(s) 5 1). Clearly, B = n, X,U, is r-bounded, r-closed, absolutely convex, and contains M. The linear span EB of B in E is U,"=, nB. The Minkowski functional of B is a norm II . 11~ on EB. Thus, (EB,II . II > B is a normed space with B as its closed unit ball and suP,P&lU = II II f z B or each x E E,g (for details, see [6, 10] ). Let I and T be selfmaps on M. The map T is called For simplicity, we shall call A* (r)-nonexpansive (A* (7)-I-nonexpansive) maps to be nonexpansive (I-nonexpansive). The set of all fixed points of T will be denoted by F(T). Following [ll], we say two selfmaps I and T of a locally convex space (E, T) are weakly commuting if and only if p,(ITz -TIz) 5 P&Z-TX)
for each z E E and p, E A*(T).
Let u E E. We denote by PM(U) the set of best M-approximants to u; that is, PM(U) = {y E M : p,(y -u) = dp,(u, M), for all p, E A*(T)}, where dp,(u, M) = inf{p,(z -u) : z E M}.
We say E satisfies Opial's condition if for each x E E and every net {zp} converging weakly to x, we have liminfp,(xp -y) > liminfp,(xp -z), fory#s and PLEA*.
The map T : M + E is said to be demiclosed at 0 if for every net {xp} in M converging weakly to x and {Txp} converging strongly to 0, we have TX = 0.
COMMON FIXED-POINT RESULTS
We begin with the following simple result. Similarly, we can prove that if T is I-nonexpansive on a r-bounded subset M of E, then T is also I-nonexpansive with respect to I] . 11s (cf. [6, 12] ).
Common fixed points of best approximation for commuting maps are obtained by a number of authors (see, e.g., [1, 7, 9] ). W e employ a technique due to Tarafdar [6] to prove the following common fixed-point theorem for two maps which are not necessarily commutative. THEOREM 2.2. Let M be a nonempty r-bounded, -r-sequentially complete, and q-star-shaped subset of a Hausdorff locally convex space (E, r). Let T and I be selfmaps of M. Suppose that T is I-nonexpansive, I(M) = M, q E F(I), I is nonexpansive and affine. If T and I satisfy the following:
for each z E M, p, E A*(T), and k E (0, l), then T and I have a common fIxed point provided one of the following conditions holds:
(i) M is r-sequentially compact;
(ii) T is a compact map; (iii) M is weakly compact in (E, r), I is weakly continuous, and I -T is demiclosed at 0; (iv) M is weakly compact in an Opial space (E, T) and I is weakly continuous.
PROOF. Choose a sequence {k,} of real numbers such that 0 < k, < 1 and k,, -+ 1 as n -+ oo. For each n define T, : M + M as follows:
Obviously, for each n, T, maps M into itself since M is q-star-shaped. It follows from (3) and I-nonexpansiveness of T that
for all s;y in M and p, E A*(T).
It follows from (4) 
Since the norm topology on Eg has a base of neighbourhoods of zero consisting of r-closed sets and M is r-sequentially complete, therefore, M is a ]( . ]]B-Sequentially complete subset of (EB, ]] . ]]B) (see the proof of Theorem 1.2 in [6]). A comparison of our hypotheses with that of
Theorem A tells that we can apply it to M as a subset of (EB, I] . ]]n) to conclude that there exists z, E M such that xn = T,x, = Ixn, for each n 2 1.
(i) As M is r-sequentially compact and {z~} is a sequence in M, so {z~} has a convergent subsequence {xnj} such that xnj + x0 E M. As I and T are continuous and x,,, = Ixnj = Tnjxnj = kn,Tzc,, + (1 -knj)q, so it follows that xc = TXO = IXO. (ii) As T is compact and {x,} is bounded, so {TX,} has a subsequence {TX,;} such that {TX,<} + x* E M. Now we have that x,; = Ix,~ = T,*x,~ = k,iTx,i + (1 -k,,)q.
Proceeding to the limit as i + 00 and using the continuity of I and T, we get x* = TX* = Ix'. Since X satisfies Opial's condition and Ix0 converges weakly to Ix, so Ix = TX and, hence, (I -T)x = 0 as desired.
Equations (3) and (5) imply that 0 E II*IIB-cI(I-T)(M) as well as 0 E r-sequential-cl(I-T)(M). ,Thus, in case I is the identity map on M, the following result of Tarafdar is obtained, which is itself an extension of Theorem 2.2 of [13] . 
APPROXIMATION RESULTS
An application of Theorem 2.2 enables us to prove the following more general result in best approximation theory which extends Theorem 3 of [8] . 
Since Ty E M and Iy E PM(U), so (6) implies that Ty E PM (21). As I is nonexpansive on PM(U) U {u}, so for each p, E A*(T), we have p&Q/ -4 = P&TY -I4 5 P,@'Y -4 =p,(Ty-Tzl)Ip,(ly-lu)=p,(ly-21).
Thus, ITy E PM(U). This implies that Ty E CL(u) and, hence, Ty E D. So T and I are selfmaps on D. Hence, all the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Thus, there exists a E P,+,(u) such that a = Ia = Ta.
